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This Spanish language programme follows the Foreign Language 
Exploration or FLEX Model. FLEX focuses on an exploration of languages 
and cultures. It promotes an awareness and appreciation of the richness 

and diversity of the world around us.

Let’s examine the goals of the FLEX Model!

The Primary Spanish Language 
Exploration Programme? 

☛ Is based on the Foreign Language    
       Exploration (FLEX) model 
☛ Promotes awareness and appreciation of   
      the richness of languages and cultures 
☛ Encourages respect for diversity 
☛ Fosters critical thinking 
☛ Creates enthusiasm, excitement and love  
      for language study 
 

Goals of FLEX 
FLEX: Foreign Language Exploration 

 
In this Spanish Language Exploration, a child will… 
☛  Expand cultural awareness 
☛  Learn basic Spanish vocabulary and phrases 
☛  Improve listening skills 
☛  Extend linguistic awareness with limited  

           pro�ciency in Spanish 
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WHY DID WE OPT FOR THE FLEX MODEL?

It is extremely important to note that this Spanish programme focuses 
on the exploration of language thus building cultural awareness and 

appreciation. The focus is not on student language proficiency.

Why use the FLEX model? 

• The Foreign Language Experience or 
Exploratory (FLEX) Model is “primarily a 
language/cultural/motivational 
programme” (Lipton, 1992) 
• Language pro�ciency and �uency are NOT 

expected 
• FLEX fosters enthusiasm for language study 

in general 
• FLEX is well suited to our context 

 
Spanish Language Exploration 

  
The focus of this programme is  

NOT  
on student language pro�ciency  

but rather,  
on an  

exploration of language,  
building cultural awareness  

& appreciation 
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CHINESE

FRENCH YORUBA

ARABIC
HINDI

Students will explore other languages within this programme that are culturally 
and historically relevant to our nation. 

These languages include, but are not limited to: 

Other Languages  

Students will also be asked  
to express basic vocabulary and phrases 
in other languages as may be known to 

them.  
In addition to Spanish, the identi�ed 
languages include, but are not limited to: 
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HERE ARE SOME TIPS FOR THE LANGUAGE 
EXPLORATION TEACHER.

The Language Exploration Teacher 
        Remember to: 
 
☛ respect and show interest in the learner’s language, culture,   
      thoughts and attempts  
 
☛ recognize and affirm learner’s growth points, strengths and  
      potential  
 
☛ let students know that mistakes are necessary to learning 
 
☛ maintain breadth, richness and variety 
 
☛ engage the learner’s interests and direction  
 
☛ stimulate and challenge learners 
 
☛ be sensitive of when to intervene and when to allow learners  
      to make mistakes in the interest  of producing 

 
Focus on the Learner 

Remember to develop in the learner: 
 

☛ expectations of success 
☛
the con�dence to take risks and make     

 mistakes  
☛
the con�dence to ask for help 
☛
an acceptance of mistakes as part of the 

 learning process  
☛
a willingness to share and engage  
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Do we need to learn a second language?

People learn languages for many reasons. It may be for business, studies, or pleasure.
Bilingualism enhances mental abilities and can improve one’s memory.

Importance of Second Language 
Acquisition 

Languages:   
 

• link people locally and globally 
• link us to the past 
• expose us to new streams of thought, beliefs and 

cultural practices 
 
 

Importance of  
Second Language Acquisition 

Language Learning: 
 

•  is a core skill for 21st century learners 
•  develops higher order thinking skills 
•  fosters interaction with speakers of other languages  
•  introduces students to new ways of thinking about and 

interpreting the world 
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Why learn Spanish?

Learning Spanish is becoming much more of a necessity in our society and is not 
only fun but also enriches your experience as a teacher.

Did you know that Spanish is the fourth most widely spoken language in the 
world?

Only Mandarin Chinese, English and Hindi have more speakers than Spanish!

Why Learn Spanish? 

• Fastest growing language        in 
the western hemisphere 
• Important because of our 
country’s geographical 
proximity to Latin America 
• Linked to our nation’s history 
• Has a strong cultural presence in 
T & T 
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How will you deliver this Spanish Language Exploration?

Through fun and exciting activities such as, but not exclusive to, games, interactive 
instruction, cultural activities, music, videos, role play, songs, projects, flashcards, 

computer memory games and many many more.

How will this  
Spanish Language Exploration   

be delivered? 
At the Primary level, students will be 
introduced to an exploration of Spanish and 
other languages through… 
☛ 
Games 
☛ 
Interactive instruction 
☛ 
Cultural activities 
☛ 
Music 
☛ 
Videos 

Some Fun Activities Include… 

☛ Role-playing 
☛ Songs 
☛ Projects 
☛ Videos 
☛ Flashcards 
☛ Computer memory games 
 

and many many more… 
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Many strategies are used to support the integration of Spanish Language Exploration 
at the primary level. I am sure that you are very familiar with most of these already and 

I know that you will enjoy applying them to teaching Spanish to your students.

Always Keep Fun In Mind!!!
I’m sure that you already know the benefits of play-based learning! Play-based learning 

helps make learning easy for students. There isn’t another strategy that can top this 
one to foster and maintain students’ interest in learning anything. Never hesitate to 
bring excitement into your class and always remember that when your lessons are 
animated and interactive, your students will react positively which will ultimately 

result in smiles all around!

Keep all lessons animated and interactive! 

Bring lots of excitement to 

your class! 

Ensure that there are 

smiles all around! 

Keep Learning Fun & Engaging 

Suggested Strategies for the Integration 
of Spanish Language Exploration at the 

Primary Level 
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Teach
Language

Exploration 
Through …  
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Movement:

Active learning is essential in achieving success in language learning. At all levels, 
but especially at the younger ages, students love to and need to move. Ensure 

that you use lots of activities that include physical movement because they help 
students retain learning.

Total Physical Response

Total Physical Response (TPR) is a language teaching method which is based on the 
assumption that the coordination of speech and action will boost language learning. 
The use of TPR activities elicits whole-body responses when new words or phrases are 

introduced.

Movement: 
Total Physical Response (TPR) 

Coordinate speech with 

actions! 

Have the child’s entire 

body move in response 

to words or phrases!  

Let the child 

associate words 

with actions! 
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Music, Rhythm and Rhyme

When you use songs or rhymes in the foreign language classroom students are 
motivated. It is an effective method of developing listening and speaking skills. It’s also 
an easy way for them to learn and remember words and phrases. They hear the natural 
rhythms and stresses of a language and this helps their pronunciation and fluency of 

speech.

Additionally, using songs is a way for children to listen to and practice Spanish in 
a group. They can join in when they can without being singled out and gradually 

achieve more oral competence. A huge boost in confidence can be gained from this!

Put music or rhythm to 

Spanish words to assist with 

both their pronunciation and 

speaking fluency 

Music, Rhythm and Rhyme 

Use music and rhythm to 
develop Spanish listening and 

speaking skills 

Use song, rhythm and rhyme 

to help make classes animated 
and fun 
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Games

As you can well imagine, teaching Spanish through games makes learning enjoyable 
for the students. Through games they get a marvelous opportunity to interact with 

others, to be engaged in movement and to develop their critical thinking skills, all while 
reinforcing their language concepts. Games are a fantastic tool for exploring Spanish and 

other languages.

Games 
Let children learn to 
interact with others 

Have children 
move around. 

Games let them 
think critically 

Use games as an 
excellent assessment 

tool for Spanish! 

  

 Suggestions for Games 
☛ Picture Bingo   
☛ Board Games 
☛ Word Scrambles and Searches 
☛ Camera Hunt  
☛ Word Relays 
☛ Clusters 
☛ Vocabulary games 
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Technology
Technology helps students visualize difficult concepts or procedures more easily. It 

scaffolds learning through activities enhanced by videos and online games. It makes 
language and culture come alive through the viewing and creation of audio and video 
instruction. These can be shared with other classes both locally and abroad, comparing 

cultural norms and addressing other questions through a group or class blog or wiki. 
Technology! Can you think of a more effective way to make a language and its culture 

come alive?

The Use of Realia

Students need to interact with materials that are as close to real life as possible when 
acquiring new knowledge and especially when exploring new languages. The language 
that they are learning should be made relevant and realistic to their lives and personal 

experiences.

Technology 

Let them create their own 

videos using Spanish 
language 

They can create audio 
clips using Spanish 

language 

Make language & culture 

come alive with 

technology 

Let them share their work with others through  
class web pages or social media tools 

 
  

The Use of Realia 
 
 
 

Children need to interact with materials that are as close to real 
life as possible when acquiring new knowledge.  
 
If they are learning colours, provide a variety of objects of 
different colours to sort through.  
 
If they are learning about their families, use pictures for 
association.  
 
Activities for children should not be abstract.  
 
The language that they are learning  
should be made relevant and realistic  
to their lives.  
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Role-Play

Role-play allows students to develop their fluency and accuracy by adopting a 
different persona.

This helps them to overcome any shyness they feel when speaking a foreign 
language.

 
 

Role-Play 
 
 
 

Role-playing allows students to develop their fluency and 
accuracy by adopting a different persona.  
 
This  helps them to overcome any shyness they feel when 
speaking a foreign language.  
 
It encourages the use of critical thinking because it involves 
analyzing and problem solving; therefore role play is a cognitive 
learning method.  
 
You, the teacher, need only set up the activity and  
then observe it, making notes of any repeated  
errors from students for correction later.  
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Praise and Encouragement

You’ll find that there are several Spanish phrases and idioms as well as 
accompanying facial expressions and gestures for praising and encouraging your 

students. Use them frequently and make your classroom a happy, happy place!

 
 

Praise & Encouragement  
 
 
 

 

For Praising & Encouraging, use: 
 
• lots of Spanish expressions  
• accompanying facial  
  expressions  
• gestures  
  

P
E
R
F
E
C
T
O  

Praise & Encourage in Spanish 

¡ EXCELENTE ! 

¡ MUY BIEN ! 
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TIPS FOR TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGES

INTRODUCING VOCABULARY:
•	  When you introduce new vocabulary to your students, group the words in logical 

order. You can introduce feminine nouns first and then masculine ones. Words can 
be grouped according to a known order (such as days of the week or numbers). 

•	 Link items of vocabulary to signs or gestures that will help students remember 
words (Total Physical Response strategy). 

CULTURE:
•	 Learning a language without learning the cultural relevance may lead to social 

blunders. For example, simply smiling and walking away after a conversation is not 
a sign of respect. 

•	 Culture can be transferred to the students via songs, stories, videos etc.
 PARANG.docx

REPITITION:
•	 Repeating new language many times is crucial for remembering it as well as for 

accuracy and pronunciation 
•	 Vary your mode of repetition: happy, sad, angry, quietly, loudly, fast, slow. 
•	 Ask different groups to repeat vocabulary (boys, girls, other groups). 

SILENT PERIOD:
•	 Children should not be forced to speak in the target language until they are ready
•	 Many will be reluctant to speak in front of the class until they feel more confident. 
•	 It’s better to ask for volunteers at the beginning. 
•	 Quiet students often speak more confidently when they are in pairs or smaller 

groups. 
•	 If a student does not know an answer, giving options will help, as he/she can hear 

the correct word and repeat it. 
•	 When asking a question, or if you want students to do something, it’s best to say 

the question first. Leave some time for all students to work out what you mean, 
and then ask for a volunteer. 

ERROR CORRECTION:
•	 Help students accept errors and learn from them. Allow them to speak without 

over correcting them so as not to develop inhibitions and fear of speaking the 
language.  

•	 Teacher’s tone must always be enabling. Praise the student for trying (even if what 
s/he said is wrong) but then say the correct word to reinforce learning. 
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STRUCTURE OF SPANISH LESSONS

This is a map which identifies all of the Spanish lessons that have been included in the instructional 
toolkit.

INFANTS I

CONTENT SUB THEME UNIT LEARNING PLAN

1. Say hello and goodbye in 
Spanish.(hola, adiós)

2. Give examples of different 
ways of greeting others.

Myself, My Family and 
My Friends

LU 1 LP1 of 14 – Making 
Connections 

3. Introduce themselves to 
others in Spanish. (Hola, soy 
___; Hola, me llamo…

4. State the origin of their first 
names and those of others.

Myself, My Family and 
My Friends

Myself, My Family and 
My Friends

LU 1

LU 1

LP 1 of 14 – Making 
Connections

LP 2 of 14 – My Name 
is Special

5. Name family members in 
Spanish (papá, mamá, 
hermano, hermana, tío, tía, 
abuelo, abuela)

Myself, My Family and 
My Friends

LU 1 LP 9 of 14 – Here’s My 
Family

6.  Identify self in Spanish as 
boy or girl. (Hola, soy niño/ 
Hola, soy niña)

Myself, My Family and 
My Friends

LU 1 LP 4 of 14 – I’m a Boy! 
I’m a Girl!

7. Say “good morning” and 
“ good afternoon” in 
Spanish. (Buenos días, 
Buenas tardes)

Places – My Home, 
School and 
Community

LU 1 LP 5 of 6 – Greetings 

8. State the name of their 
school in Spanish

    (Mi escuela es _)

Places – My Home, 
School, Community

LU1 LP 2 of 6 – My School

9. Identify classroom objects in 
Spanish. 

¿Qué cosa es?

 la mesa, la silla, el lápiz, el libro, 
la bolsa)

Places – My Home, 
School and 
Community

LU 1 LP 4 of 6 – 
Responsibilities 

10. Count from 1-10 in 
Spanish. 

¿Qué número es?

(uno, dos,  tres, cuatro cinco, seis 
siete, ocho, nueve diez)

The Things Around Me LU 1 LP 5 of 6 – Counting 
Objects in Spanish 
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11. Identify selected  pets in 
Spanish.

      ¿Qué animal es ?

     (el perro, el  gato, el  pájaro, el 
pez, la tortuga,   el conejo)

The Things Around Me LU1 LP 2 of 6 – Pets, Pets 
Everywhere

12. Express basic courtesies 
(please, thank you) in 
Spanish (por favor, gracias) 

I Learn, I Play, I Work LU 1 LP 1 of 20 – Origami 
and Oral 
Communication 
– Sí 

13. Say the words ‘yes’ and ‘no’ 
in Spanish.       

(Spanish: sí, no)

I Learn, I Play, I Work LU 1 LP 1 of 20 – Origami 
and Oral 
Communication 
– Sí 

14. Say the words ‘yes’ and ‘no’ 
in any other languages 
as may be known to 
students.

I Learn, I Play, I Work LU 2 LP 1 of 5 – Do You Want 
To Play?

14. Respond to basic 
classroom  instructions 
given in Spanish. 
(Levántense, Siéntense, 
Atención    Vamos a 
trabajar) 

15. Respond to compliments 
given in Spanish   

(Excelente, Perfecto, Bien, Bien 
hecho)

I Learn, I Play, I Work LU 1 LP 1 of 20 – Origami 
and Oral 
Communication 
– Sí 

16. Greet others in Spanish 
and any other languages 
(as may be known to 
students) on special 
occasions. 

    1) Happy Birthday 

Spanish-          1) Feliz 
Cumpleaños                          

My Big Days – 
Celebrations 

LU 1 LP 4 of 8 – Personal - 
Birthdays

16. Describe the tradition 
of piñata as part of birthday 
celebrations.

My Big Days – 
Celebrations 

LU 1 LP 5 of 8 – Come Party 
with My Piñata
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17. State their age in Spanish. 

 (¿Cuántos años tienes? 

Tengo cinco años)

My Big Days – 
Celebrations

LU 1 LP 4 of 8 – Personal - 
Birthdays

18. Enquire about the well-
being of others in Spanish. 

  How are you?   (Qué tal?)

19. Respond in Spanish to 
questions about their well-
being.

    Fine. (Bien)

    Not so well. (Mal)

Health and Well Being LU 1 LP 1 of 6 – Hello! How 
are You?

20. Identify selected parts of 
the body in Spanish.  

¿Qué parte del cuerpo es?

(los ojos, la  nariz, la boca, la 
mano, el pie)

Health and Well Being LU 1 LP 4 of 6 – Hokey 
Pokey
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INFANTS II

CONTENT THEME UNIT LEARNING PLAN

1. State where they live in 
Spanish

    Where do you live? (¿Dónde 
vives?)

    I live in _____.  (Vivo en 
______ .)

Mapping Your 
Immediate World

LU 2 LP 3 0f 7 – Mapping 
Where I Live

2. Identify selected areas on 
their school compound in 
Spanish

  ¿Qué lugar es?

  (la clase, la oficina, la cantina, el 
patio, la biblioteca, el baño)

Mapping Your 
Immediate World

LU 1 LP 1 of 7 – It’s Alive!

3. Identify modes of transport 
in Spanish

¿Qué transporte es?    

(el carro, el avión, la bicicleta, el 
autobús, la motocicleta, el 
barco,el pie)

Transport LU 1 LP 1 of 7 – What is 
transportation?

4. Compare modes of transport 
in Trinidad & Tobago with 
those of a selected Spanish-
speaking country

Transport LU 1 LP 3 of 7 – 
Transportation in 
Spanish Speaking 
Countries

5. Identify selected places in 
their community in Spanish

    ¿Qué lugar es?

    (la tienda, la escuela, el 
parque, el mercado, el 
supermercado)

The Built Community LU 2 LP 8 of 8 – Community 
Model

6. Identify friends in Spanish. 

        (  …(Name)… es mi amigo/ 
amiga.;  

      Mi   amigo es ….. /Mi amiga 
es ……. .)

My Celebrations LU 1 LP 1 of 10 – Creating a 
Friendship Banner
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7. State in Spanish the key 
persons in their school. 

     ¿Quién es?

    (el maestro/la maestra, 
,la secretaria, el director/
la directora, el guardia, el 
limpiador/la limpiadora, el 
alumno/la alumna,el amigo/
la amiga)

Mapping Your 
Immediate World

Heroes in My Life

LU 1

LU 1

LP 5 of 6 – People in My 
School

LP 7 of 12 – Heroes in 
Our School 2

8. Name selected fruits in 
Spanish

¿ Qué fruta es?     

(el mango, la  piña, la naranja, el 
plátano, la papaya)

The Things I Eat LU 1 LP 1 of 7 – Eating More 
Fruits and Vegetables

9. Identify selected colours in 
Spanish 

      ¿Qué color es? 

        (rojo, amarillo, azul, verde, 
negro, blanco, gris, marrón, 
color de naranja, morado, 
rosado)

The Things I Eat LU 1 LP 1 of 7 – Eating More 
Fruits and Vegetables

10. Greet others in Spanish 
and any other  languages 
(as may be known to 
students) on special 
occasions.

 Happy Fathers’ Day/ Happy 
Mothers’ Day.

(Feliz Día del Padre/  Feliz Día de 
la Madre)

 

My Celebrations LU 1 LP 7 of 10 – 
Appreciating Mom

LP 8 of 10 – My Daddy
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STANDARD 1

CONTENT THEME UNIT LEARNING PLAN

1. State how events of the past 
have influenced the diversity of 
Trinidad & Tobago. 

2. Outline evidence of Spanish 
influence in Trinidad &Tobago.

My Country – The Past LU 2 LP 5 of 5 – Comparing the 
Past to the Present

3. State the origins of surnames 
of people in Trinidad and 
Tobago.

4. Use appropriate Spanish 
titles to address adults. 

 (Señorita, Señor, Señora)

My Country – The 
People

My Country – The 
People

LU 1

LU 1

LP 4 of 9 – My Surname

 

LP 3 of 9 – This is Mi 
Familia

5. Say what day of the week it is 
in   Spanish.

¿Qué día es?

(lunes, martes miércoles, jueves, 
v viernes, sábado, domingo)

6. State selected leisure and 
work activities in Spanish. 

(juego, veo la tele, canto,  bailo, 
leo, escribo)

7. Identify selected sports in 
Spanish. 

¿Qué deporte es?

(el  fútbol, el críquet, la natación, 
el tenis, el baloncesto)

8. Say which sport they 
practise. 

(Practico ….)

 9. Describe the tradition of the 
siesta. 

Leisure, Work & 
Entrepreneurship

Leisure, Work & 
Entrepreneurship

Leisure, Work & 
Entrepreneurship

Leisure, Work & 
Entrepreneurship

Leisure, Work & 
Entrepreneurship

LU 2

LU 2

LU 2

LU 2

LU 2

LP 1 of 6 – What’s the 
weather like?

LP 4 of 6 – I dance, I play, 
I rest

LP 5 of 6 – Great Weather! 
Let’s Play Outdoors

LP 5 of 6 – Great Weather! 
Let’s Play Outdoors

LP 4 of 6 – I dance, I play, 
I rest

10. Identify common 
occupations in Spanish.

¿Qué profesión es?

(el maestro/ la maestra, el 
director/ la directora, el 
médico/ la médica, el 
pescador/ la pescadera, el/la 
policía) 

Leisure, Work & 
Entrepreneurship 

LU 1 LP 7 of 12 – Classifying 
Entrepreneurs
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11. State in Spanish if an 
establishment is

 ‘Open’ or ‘Closed’

(ABIERTO, CERRADO)

Leisure, Work & 
Entrepreneurship 

LU 1 LP 1 of 12 – Buying and 
Selling

12. Count from 11-20 in 
Spanish. 

¿Qué número es?

(once doce, trece, catorce, 
quince, dieciséis, diecisiete, 
dieciocho, diecinueve, veinte)

Leisure, Work & 
Entrepreneurship 

LU 1  LP 4 of 12 – Let’s 
Count

 13. Describe the tradition of 
‘parang’.  

My Country – The 
Culture 

LU 1 LP 3 of 5 – Music and Dance
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The following is the assessment rubric that has been developed for the Primary 
Spanish Language Exploration Programme for the skills of listening, speaking, 

reading and culture.

Assessment Rubric 
A Rubric is a scoring scale used to assess student performance 

along a task-speci�c set of criteria. 
 
Authentic assessments typically are criterion-referenced 
measures.   That is, a student's rating on a task is determined by 
matching the student's performance against a set of criteria to 
determine the degree to which the student's performance 
meets the criteria for the task.   To measure student 
performance against a pre-determined set of criteria, a rubric, 
or scoring scale, is typically created. These contain the essential 
criteria for the task and appropriate levels of performance for 
each criterion.  
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PRIMARY ASSESSMENT RUBRICS

SPANISH - Listening

Superior

90-100

·	 Listens critically and responds appropriately to information presented in 
the target language.

·	 Needs minimal or no clarification on information presented in the target 
language.

·	 Responds with minimal or no hesitation to instructions or cues given in the 
target language.

Competent

75-89

·	 Listens and generally responds appropriately to information presented in 
the target language.

·	 Needs little clarification on information presented in the target language.

·	 Responds with little hesitation to instructions or cues given in the target 
language.

Satisfactory

60-74

·	 Listens and often responds appropriately to information presented in the 
target language.

·	 Needs some clarification on information presented in the target language.

·	 Responds with some hesitation to instructions or cues given in the target 
language.

Emerging

30-59

·	 Responds sometimes or with great hesitation to information presented in 
the target language.

·	 Needs much clarification on information on information presented in the 
target language.

·	 Responds with great hesitation thus demonstrating limited understanding 
of instructions given in the target language.

Makes Attempt

1-29

·	 Shows little reaction to material presented in the target language.

·	 Shows little or no comprehension of the material presented in the target 
language.

·	 Gives little or no response to instructions given in the target language. 
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SPANISH - Speaking

Superior

90-100

·	 Uses target language appropriately.

·	 Generally produces accurate language  (intonation and pronunciation ) in 
response to cues

·	 Readily uses target language in  and out of the classroom.

Competent

75-89

·	 Uses most words and phrases of the target language appropriately.

·	 Often produces accurate language  (intonation and pronunciation ) in 
response to cues

·	 Often uses target language in and out of the classroom.

Satisfactory

60-74

·	 Uses some words and phrases of the target language appropriately.

·	 Sometimes produces accurate language  (intonation and pronunciation ) in 
response to cues

·	 Sometimes uses target language in and out of the classroom.

Emerging

30-59

·	 Uses few words and phrases of the target language appropriately.

·	 Has difficulty producing accurate language  (intonation and pronunciation ) 
in response to cues

·	 Infrequently uses target language in and out of the classroom.

Makes Attempt

1-29

·	 Uses many words and phrases of the target language inappropriately.

·	 Little or no responses in the target language. 

·	 Does not use the the target language in and out of the classroom.
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SPANISH - Reading

Superior

90-100

·	 Confidently reads basic words and phrases in the target language using 
correct intonation and pronunciation.

·	 Displays sound comprehension of target language.

Competent

75-89

·	 Reads basic words and phrases in the target language with generally 
correct intonation and pronunciation.

·	 Generally displays comprehension of target language.  

Satisfactory

60-74

·	 Reads basic words and phrases in the target language using  often correct 
intonation and pronunciation.

·	 Often displays comprehension of target language.   

Emerging

30-59

·	 Limited ability to read basic words and phrases in the target language.  
Intonation and pronunciation are inadequate.

·	 Displays limited comprehension of target language. 

Makes Attempt

1-29

·	 Little or no recognition of basic words and phrases in the target language. 
Little or no attempt at intonation and pronunciation.

·	 Displays little or no comprehension of the target language. 
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SPANISH - Culture

Superior

90-100

·	 Displays sound knowledge of practices and products of the other cultures 
as well as his/her own.

·	 Readily makes comparisons between and among different cultures.

·	 Shows high interest in learning about other cultures.

Competent

75-89

·	 Displays adequate knowledge of practices and products of the other 
cultures as well as his/her own.

·	 Often makes comparisons between and among different cultures.

·	 Shows much interest in learning about other cultures.

Satisfactory

60-74

·	 Displays adequate knowledge of practices and products of other cultures as 
well as his/her own.

·	 Sometimes makes comparisons between and among different cultures.

·	 Shows some interest in learning about other cultures.

Emerging

30-59

·	 Displays limited knowledge of practices and products of the other cultures 
as well as his/her own.

·	 Makes few comparisons between and among different cultures.

·	 Shows limited interest in learning about other cultures.

Makes Attempt

1-29

·	 Shows little or no knowledge of practices and products of the other 
cultures as well as his/her own.

·	 Incapable of making comparisons between and among different cultures 
within their environment.

·	 Shows little or no interest in learning about other cultures.
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GLOSSARY OF USEFUL TERMS IN THE TEACHING 
OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Aural Related to listening or to the sense of hearing. 
Bilingual Possessing proficiency in two languages, that is, the ability 

to understand and communicate in two languages fluently 
and to function in both easily. 

Communication The imparting or exchanging of information by speaking, 
writing, or using some other medium. 

Cultural Appreciation An understanding of the value of different cultures within 
and outside of one’s community. 

Cultural Awareness The ability and willingness to objectively examine and to 
be aware of the values, beliefs, traditions and perceptions 
within our own and other cultures. 

Culture The sum of the beliefs, attitudes, behaviours, habits and 
customs of a group of people. 

FLEX Foreign Language Exploration. It is an introduction to a 
foreign language, emphasizing on basic language skills 
and concepts and exposure to the culture of that language. 

Foreign Language A language that is not native to a particular region, country 
or to a person. 

Hispanic Relating to Spanish-speaking people and/or their culture. 
It is especially used to describe the people and culture of 
Central and South America. 

Intonation The rise and fall of the voice in speaking. 
Language Skills The manner in which language is used. Listening, 

speaking, reading and writing are generally called the four 
language skills. Speaking and writing are the productive 
skills, while reading and listening are the receptive skills. 

Linguistic Proficiency The ability of an individual to speak or perform accurately 
and fluently in an acquired language. 
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Transcript of Spanish Vocabulary

The ‘Transcript of Spanish Vocabulary’ has been developed to outline all of the Spanish 
vocabulary found within the various themes in Infants I, Infants II and Standard I. It also 
includes the phonetic representation of each Spanish word so as to facilitate the authentic 
pronunciation of the Spanish language. An audio transcript is also included!

LOVE OF LEARNING
INFANTS I – ME AND MY WORLD

# SUB-THEME TOPIC ENGLISH SPANISH PRONUNCIATION

1

MYSELY, 

MY FAMILY 

& 

MY FRIENDS

MI FAMILIA, 

MIS AMIGOS 

Y YO

Greetings

Los saludos

Hello Hola OH-lah

My name is Pablo / 

I am Pablo

Me llamo Pablo / 

Soy Pablo

may YAHM-oh Pablo /

soy Pablo

My name is María / 

I am María

Me llamo María / 

Soy María

may YAHM-oh María 
/ 

soy María

Goodbye Adiós ah-DIOHS

Family Members

Los miembros de mi 
familia

Mother Mamá ma-MAH

Father Papá pa-PAH

Sister Hermana earr-MA-na

Brother Hermano earr-MA-no

Aunt Tía TEE-ah

Uncle Tío TEE-oh

Grandmother Abuela ah-BWAY-lah

Grandfather Abuelo ah-BWAY-low

My Gender

Mi género

I am a boy Soy niño soy KNEE-nee-oh

I am a girl Soy niña soy KNEE-nee-ah
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2

PLACES – MY HOME, 
SCHOOL, & COMMUNITY

MI  HOGAR, MI ESCUELA Y 
MI COMUNIDAD

Greetings

Los buenos modales

Good Morning Buenos días bway-nos DEE-ahs

Good Afternoon Buenas tardes bway-nas TARR-dace

My School

Mi escuela

My school is Trinbago 
Gov’t Primary

Mi escuela es Trinbago 
Gov’t Primary

me ace-KWAY-la 
ace Trinbago Gov’t 
Primary

In My Classroom

Las cosas en mi 
clase

What is it? ¿Qué cosa es? k CO-sah ace?

Table La mesa la MAY-sah

Chair La silla la  SEE-yah

Pencil El lápis ale LAH-peace

Book El libro ale LEE-bro

Bag El bolso ale BOWL-so

Numbers

Los números

What number is it? ¿Qué número es? k NEW-may-row ace?

One Uno OU-know

Two Dos dose

Three Tres trace

Four Cuatro CUA-throw

Five Cinco SEEN-coh

Six Seis SAY-ees

Seven Siete see-AY-tay

Eight Ocho OH-cho

Nine Nueve NUAY-vay

Ten Diez dee-ACE

Pets

Los animales 
domésticos 

What animal is it? ¿Qué animal es? k ah-knee-MAL ace?

Dog El perro ale PAY-rro (roll 
tongue for r)

Cat El gato ale GAH-toe

Rabbit El conejo ale co-NAY-ho

Turtle La tortuga lah torr-TOO-gah

Bird El pájaro ale  PA-ha-row

Fish El pez ale  PACE
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3

I LEARN, I PLAY, I WORK

APRENDO, JUEGO, Y 
TRABAJO

Courtesy

Las cortesías

Please Por favor pourrr-fah-VORR

Thank you Gracias GRA-see-ass

Yes Sí see

No No no

Classroom 
Instructions

Los mandatos en la 
clase

Stand Up ¡Levántense! lay-VAN-tayne-say 

Sit down ¡Siéntense! see-AYNE-tayne-say

Attention ¡Atención! ah-tayne-see-ON

Let’s get to work ¡Vamos a trabajar! VAH-mohs ah trah-
bah-HAR

Praise 

Las afirmaciones

Good Bien bee-ayne

Excellent Excelente ache-say-LAYNE-tay

Perfect Perfecto perr-FAKE-toe

Well done Bien hecho bee-ayne  AY-cho

4

MY BIG DAYS – 
CELEBRATIONS

MIS DÍAS ESPECIALES – 

LAS CELEBRACIONES

Wishes

Los deseos

Happy Birthday ¡Feliz Cumpleaños! fay-LEESE coom-play-
AH-knee-os

Age

La edad

How old are you? ¿Cuántos años tienes? KWAN-toce AH-
nee-os 

tee-AY-nace

I am 5 years old Tengo 5 años tane-go SEEN-co 
AH-nee-os

5

HEALTH & WELL-BEING

LA SALUD Y EL BIENESTAR

Greetings & 
Courtesies

Los saludos y las 
cortesías 

How are you? ¿Qué tal? k tal

Good Bien bee-ayne

Bad Mal mal

Parts Of The Body

Las partes del 
cuerpo

Which part of the 
body is it?

¿Qué parte del cuerpo es? k PARR-tay dale cu-
ERR-poh ace?

Eyes Los ojos lohs OH-hos

Nose La nariz lah nah-REECE

Mouth La boca lah BOW-cah

Hands Las manos las MAH-nos

Foot el pie ale  pee-ay
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LOVE OF LEARNING
INFANTS II – MY SENSE OF BELONGING

# THEME SUB-THEME ENGLISH SPANISH PRONUNCIATION

1

MAPPING – MY IMMEDIATE 
WORLD

ASÍ ES MI VIDA

My town

Mi pueblo

Where do you 
live?

¿Dónde vives? DOAN-day VEE-vayce

I live in Port-of-
Spain

Vivo en Puerto 
España

Vee-voh ain 

Poo-EARRR-toe

Ace-PA-nia

My school

Mi escuela

What place is it? ¿Qué lugar es? K lou-GARR ace?

Classroom La clase CLAH-say

Office La oficina Oh-fee-SEE-nah

Canteen La cantina Can-TEE-nah

Yard El patio PAH-tee-oh

Library La biblioteca Bee-blee-oh-TAY-cah

Toilet El baño BAH-nee-oh

2

TRANSPORTATION

EL TRANSPORTE

Getting Around

¿Cómo viajar?

What kind of 
transport is it?

¿Qué transporte 
es?

K trans-POR-tay ace?

Car El carro Ale -CAH-rro (roll rr’s)

Plane El avión Ale- ah-vee-OWN

Bicycle La bicicleta Lah bee-cee-CLAY-tah

Bus El autobús Ale- ah-oo-toe-BOO-s

Motorbike La motocicleta Lah moh-toh-cee-CLAY-tah

Boat El barco Ale- BAR-coe

Foot El pie Ale- pee-AY

3

THE BUILT COMMUNITY

EN MI COMUNIDAD 

Places I Go

Los lugares en 
mi comunidad

What place is it? ¿Qué lugar es? K lou-GARR ace?

Shop La tienda Tee-AYNE-dah

School La escuela Lah ace-KWAY-lah

Park El parque Ale- PARR-kay

Market El mercado Ale- merr-CAH-doh

Supermarket El supermercado Ale- soup-ear- mer-CAH-doh
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4

HEROES IN MY LIFE

LAS PERSONAS IMPORTANTES

My Friends

Mis amigos

Pablo is my  
friend

Pablo es mi amigo Pablo  ace mee

ah-MEE-go

My friend is 
Pablo

Mi amigo es Pablo Mee ah-MEE-goh ace

Pablo

María is my 
friend

María es mi amiga María ace mee 

ah-MEE-ga

My friend is 
María

Mi amiga es María Mee ah-MEE-gah ace

María

People At My 
School

La gente en mi 
escuela

Who is it? ¿Quién es? Key-AYN ace?

Teacher El maestro /

la maestra

Ale- mah-ace-throw/

 lah mah-ace-thra

Secretary El secretario /

la secretaria

Lah say-cray-TAH-ree-ah

Principal El director /

la directora

Ale dee-rake-TORR/

lah dee-rake-TORR-ah

Guard El guardia Ale- GWAR-dee-ah

Cleaner El limpiador /

la limpiadora

Ale- leem-peeah-DOOR/

Lah leem-peeah-DOOR-ah

Student El alumno /

la alumna

Ale ah-LOOM-no/

Lah ah-LOOM-nah

Friend El amigo /

la amiga

Ale ah-MEE-go/

Lah ah-MEE-ga
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5

THE THINGS I EAT

LA COMIDA

Fruits

Las Frutas

What fruit is it? ¿Qué fruta es? K FRU-tah ace?

Mango El mango Ale- MAH-n-go

Pineapple La piña Lah PEEN-nia

Orange La naranja Lah nah-RANG-ha

Banana El plátano Ale- PLAH-tah-no

Paw paw La papaya Lah pah-PA-ya

Colours

Los Colores

What colour is it? ¿Qué color es? K co-LOR ace?

Red Rojo ROW-ho

Black Negro NAY-grow

Yellow Amarillo Ah-mah-REE-yo

White Blanco BLAN-coh

Blue Azul Ah-SOOL

Green Verde VER-day

Pink Rosado Row-SAH-doh

Purple Morado Moe-RAH-do

Orange Color de naranja Coe-LAWR  day nah-RANG-ha

Brown Marrón Mah-RRON

Grey Gris Greece

6

MY CELEBRATIONS

MIS CELEBRACIONES

Greetings 
On Special 
Occasions

Los saludos en 
las ocasiones 

especiales

Happy Mother’s 
day

¡Feliz Día de la 
madre!

Fay-LEASE DEE-ah day lah  MAH-
dray

Happy father’s  
Day

¡Feliz día del 
padre!

Fay-LEASE DEE-ah dayle  PAH-
dray 
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ENQUIRY AND DISCOVERY
STANDARD I – MY COUNTRY: THE PEOPLE AND CULTURES OF TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

# SUB-THEME TOPIC ENGLISH SPANISH PRONUNCIATION

1

MY COUNTRY - THE 
PEOPLE

MI PATRIA – LA GENTE

Titles

Los títulos

Mr. Señor Say-NIORR 

Mrs. Señora Say-NIOR-ah

Ms. Señorita Say-nior-REE-ta 

2

LEISURE, WORK & 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

EL OCIO Y EL TRABAJO

Days Of The Week

Los días de la 
semana

What day is it? ¿Qué día es? K DEE-ah ace?

Monday lunes LOO-nace

Tuesday martes MARR-tace

Wednesday miércoles Mee-EARR-coh-lace

Thursday jueves HWAY-vace

Friday viernes Vee-EARR-nace

Saturday sábado SAH-ba-doh

Sunday domingo Doh-MEEN-go

Leisure and Work 
Activities

Las actividades 
de ocio y trabajo

What sport is it? ¿Qué deporte es? K day-por-tay ace?

I practice Practico Prack-TEE-coh

Football El fútbol Ale- FOOOT-bol

Cricket El críquet Ale- CREE-kit

Tennis El tenis Ale TAY-niece

Swimming La natación Lah nah-tah-cee-ON

Basketball El baloncesto Ale- bah-lon-SACE-toe
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2 LEISURE, WORK & 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

EL OCIO Y EL TRABAJO

Occupations

Las Ocupaciones

What 
profession is it?

¿Qué profesión 
es?

K pro-fay-see-ON ace?

Who is it? ¿Quién es? Key-AYN ace?

Teacher El maestro 
/la maestra

Ale- mah-ACE-throw/

Lah  mah-ACE-thra

Doctor El médico /

la médica

Ale MAY-dee-coh/

La MAY-dee-cah

Principal El director /

la directora

Ale dee-rake-TORR/

lah dee-rake-TORR –rah

Farmer El granjero /

la granjera

Ale gran-HAY-roh/

lah gran-HAY-rah

Fisherman El pescador/

la pescadora

Ale pace-cah-DORR

lah pace-cah-DORR-ah

Policeman El policía /

la policía

Ale poh-lee-SEE-ah

La  poh-lee-SEE-ah

Numbers

Los números

Eleven Once OWN-say

Twelve Doce DOH-say

Thirteen Trece THRAY-say

Fourteen Catorce Cah-TORR-say

Fifteen Quince KEEN-say

Sixteen Dieciséis Dee-ay-see-SAY-ees

Seventeen Diecisiete Dee-ay-see-SEEAY-tay

Eighteen Dieciocho Dee-ay-see-OH-cho

Nineteen Diecinueve Dee-ay-see-NWAY-vay

Twenty Veinte Bay-EEN-tay

Abierto

Cerrado

Open Abierto Ah-bee-EARR-toh

Closed Cerrado Say-RAH-doh
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